
Son of Sno*Drift XIII 
        Jan. 8, 2011 (S/F) Waterford, MI 

      Words and photos by Scott Harvey, unless otherwise credited. 

 

The weather for a winter rally is usually a big part of the story.  This year was no different.  During the week 

just after Christmas, as I went looking for a few new roads and deciding on the route, the roads were in ideal 

condition.  There was plenty of snow and ice, and just enough dirt to offer grip when you absolutely had to have 

it.  Then along came the forecast for New Year’s Eve – warm and in the 50s with a lot of rain.  This was the day 

that Jerry Shiloff and I did the safety check.  The roads were still a little slippery in spots; in fact one road was 

practically glare ice.  But the temperatures were to hold above freezing for another day or two, then drop below, 

and stay below, freezing for the next week.  My fear was that the roads would be frozen dirt.  This would offer 

excellent traction and make the assigned speeds quite boring.  Fortunately, the weather gods smiled on us and 

we got about 3 to 4 inches of snow late in the week and the roads were brought back to register high on the fun-

meter.  It reminded me of the movie “Patton”; where a priest was summoned to write a prayer for a change in 

the weather.  Rather than praying for a break in immoderate weather so that we could better kill our fellow man, 

we were hoping for a break from the lack of precipitation (to better put our cars at risk?). 

 

With the roads and the weather in our favor, we got the usual good turnout of both competitors and workers.  37 

competitors signed up with a very balanced mix among the classes.  There were 9 in E, 8 in L and 10 each in S 

and N.  Not all was rosy though.  Car #1, Dost/ Fishbeck had issues even before the start.  Here is some of the 

story posted on the Detroit SCCA website by John Fishbeck: 
 
Kurt and I had the rally from hell. Started out by discovering on the way down to Mexico Lindo that Kurt's 
Cavalier windshield washers weren't working. Whoops - not a terrific thing, what with kicked up salt spray on 
the windshield reducing visibility to darn near zero. 
 
Then when Kurt was parking the Cavie in the electric store parking lot across the street from Mexico Lindo 
after returning from the gas station some yahoo managed to back his pickup truck smack dab into the left 
front fender of the car, thoroughly caving it in. Kurt ultimately made the Cavie drivable by application of 
suitable amounts of force and cursing, pulling the sheet metal away from the left front tire. 
 
Okay, we're done with the driver's meeting and head out to the car to start out. Oops- my trusty laptop, on 
which I run TSD computer software (with VSS input for mileaging), decided it was unhappy about powering 
up for some reason. Finally, about 10 minutes after our nominal 12:31 out time (we were lucky enough to be 
car 1) we were up and running again. But we wound up having to take an 8 and a half minute TA on the first 
leg because it was simply not possible to make up the lost time during the tire warmup and odo check. 
 
Then, following the control for leg 7, I managed to be a stoopid noobie navie and worked the wrong NRI, 
causing us to go _way_ off course (woulda been a good trap, but that's a story for another time). By the time 
we got back on course (and I was still befuddled because I was still working the wrong NRI) we were 
hopelessly late, and wound up maxxing the control for leg 8. Sigh. 
 
We got squared away in Fowlerville, and actually did a respectable, if not event winning, job on sections 2 
and 3, taking numerous zeros and ones, a few controls with a bit more (tough to nail some of those controls 
right around the corner this year!). Up until the next to last control - where, after getting our timing slip and 
ready to proceed to the outmarker for the next (and last) leg, the Cavie stalled. After which it refused to 
restart. Some wiring issue. Sheesh. Kurt spent the next 20-25 minutes fiddling with wires and connectors, 
and finally jiggled the right one. The Cavie managed to start up again, but we were way past the 19.5 
minutes max allowable TA for the section, so another max. Hoo-boy. 
 
We did have fun, 'cause, as usual, it was a fine event. But it sure was frustrating! I'm thinkin' some force of 
nature (pick your entity/deity) was trying to tell us that we just shouldn't have been trying to run SoS*D 2011. 
 

In Press On Regardless tradition, John and Kurt pressed-on to the end.  Were it not for the two max scores – 

they would have been in contention for a much higher placement.  Hopefully this will be a case of, “what does 

not kill you makes you stronger”.  This is strange – I’ve used the word “kill” twice (now three times) already. 



It seemed that most others were able to get started without much incident.  Things were going well ahead of the 

rally, as I had the luxury of enough workers to have two additional course opening vehicles.  Ray Foulkrod and 

Phil Smith were free to run up front for the first section, with control assignments for sections two and three.  

John Kytasty and Jon Chaprnka were ahead of the whole field and were the first to discover the bridge out 

between controls #4 and #5.  Luckily the detour was straight forward and put the rally back on course with little 

drama.  The problem was that I didn’t have enough time to properly think it through and assign a proper start 

and end point for the detour.  A pause of ten minutes was decided upon to get the field to the next instruction 

back on-course.  Had I used two hard-mileage points for the beginning and end of the pause, instructions 51 and 

55, for example, we might have been able to save the lost controls (#5 and #6). 

 

 
 Beyer/ McKelvie #2 – creators of the WINTR Series  #4 Harkcom/ Harkcom claim a share of the overall win 

 

Also noted early in the rally were a set of fresh tracks at a 90 degree left, shortly after control #1, which led to a 

snow bank.  After questioning John Kytasty about this, he admitted that the roads were a little slippery.  This is 

good, but we don’t want the workers going off-road.  Then, shortly after the first break, I was running behind 

John and he had an even more exciting event.  At a tight uphill right-hander, he slid wide and slammed the berm 

on the outside of the turn.  The impact launched the rear of his truck into the air by nearly a foot.  At the next 

control, we stopped to make sure the crew was set-up and ready to go.  While there, John noticed a hissing 

sound coming from the left rear tire.  He had separated the bead.  A quick run back to Fowlerville and he was 

able to effect repairs at Wal-mart (of all places). 

 

At the second break, I began hearing word that there was an error in the leg calcs for #16.  A quick glance at the 

sheet made it obvious what had happened.  Instead of capturing the correct cell in the spreadsheet and 

performing the proper calculation (sum) on the data, an earlier cell was used by mistake.  The solution was 

simple and most figured it out quickly.  It was just another oversight on the part of the guy putting this thing 

together.  Another one was the fact that he forgot to put the General Instructions in each competitor’s packet.  

Fortunately, I was able to convince the assistant Rallymaster to go home (2 miles away from headquarters) and 

bring back the pile of Generals left on the living room floor.  She admitted to me, just recently, that she made a 

mistake as well – by stuffing only one scorecard in one competitor’s packet (instead of the requisite three).  

Sometimes it’s hard to find good help. 

 

Being at the front has certain advantages, but it also means missing out on many of the more interesting events 

that take place.  So to fill in some of the blanks, I sometimes rely on the “reason for delay request” on the T/A 

slips.  Many were for local traffic.  Some were for missed turns, including car numbers 2, 14, 17, 18 (three 

times!), 24 (twice!).  Staying ahead in the instructions can help in many cases; but also odometer error will 

contribute to this with the stock odo and/or lots of wheel slip.  Next year I plan to reduce this cumulative error 

by having more places for the competitors to re-zero their odometers.  

 

There were also some traction related issues that were noted by some.  #28 “too slow”, #11 “sliding”, #25 ditch, 

#21 “following car that could not get up hill, #24 “car stuck blocked way.  And then there were some real 

traction related issues.  All of the following are from #31: “slick” (leg 1), “slick” (leg 2), “slick & RWD = 

OMG!” (leg 4), “slick & RWD = FAILZ” (leg 12), “slick” (leg 13), “slick” (leg 16).  Wow!  These guys need to 



see me about tires.  Whatever they were using for rubber was not cutting it.  No T/As in section 3 though.  

Maybe they found a way to come to grips (pun intended) with their traction limitations. 

 

Here’s another car that needs proper winter tires, and maybe a little more; all from #27: “low traction event”, 

“navi is a dolt”, “traction trouble, timing trouble, local traffic” (the trifecta), “bad tires! low traction!”, 

“navigator error” and finally, “slow rally traffic”.  There are all sorts of things going on here.  Good tires would 

be a wise investment. 

 

The two best T/A reasons – as voted on…..by me, go to #14 “screw up” and #16 “tape failure”.  OK now, 

“screw up” I get.  “Tape failure”?  I’m not sure what’s happening here. Cassette tape? Time to get a CD player.  

Masking tape?  What are we painting?  Duct tape?  Right - that could be it.  But what could it be that came 

undone and created the need for a 6.5 minute delay to get the thing in question re-taped?  We may never know.  

Maybe it’s better that way. 

 

There was an extra bonus this year that may have drawn a few entries from outside our normal region.  A new 

series, called the WINTR Series was devised by Steve McKelvie and Frank Beyer.  The WINTR Series includes 

winter rallies from New York, Ontario, Ohio, Vermont, Quebec and Michigan.  The “INT” in WINTR is for 

INTernational.  As you can tell, there are rallies in both the US and in Canada.  Which brings me to a point – 

this is the first year I can recall having competitors from Canada at Son of Sno*.  There was one full team and 

half of another team of competitors from Ontario.  The team had questions at the first break. They (Campbell/ 

Narini) have rallied before and understand the game.  They wanted to know if I could figure out why their 

scores were so poor.  I asked them if they were using seconds rather than hundredths of a minute for their 

timing.  They seemed to think that may have been the problem.  I hate when that happens. 

 

In addition to the folks from Ontario, we had competitors from Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts 

(Steve McKelvie), New York (Frank Beyer), Virginia (Jack von Kaenel) and even a team from Kansas!  Rich 

Bireta has run POR on several occasions and rallied in this area for many years.  He was in-town visiting 

relatives and decided to take in Son of Sno* while they were here.  It was great to see so many people traveling 

from such great distances to join in on our idea of fun.  Most that I heard from said they did have fun. 

 

 
         #15 the Fisher/ Moran Jeep at control #8          Adding some international flavor, #9 Campbell/ Narini 

 

To pull it all together and make it enjoyable for everyone, we rely on a lot of dedicated and competent workers.  

Beginning with Mary and Jerry Shiloff: Jerry ran with me for the safety check a week before the rally.  Mary 

performed her stellar duties as registrar.  Together, they worked three controls.  The assistant Rallymaster was 

Jen Glass.  She rode with me during most of the course layout runs, logged all the mileages for the route 

instructions, and she worked three controls with David Allan.  Bob Martin worked one hidden control and 

conducted the scoring at each break and at the finish.  Ken Wiedbusch while being a competitor in the rally has 

been taking care of the region’s rally and RallyCross timing equipment.  I don’t think we encountered any issues 

with the timing equipment during the whole rally.  Sweep was handled again by Rich Line.  He brought along a 

new person, Scott Bilknell, this time around.  Already mentioned, John Kytasty and Jon Chaprnka were one 

of the course opening vehicles were called upon to direct the rallyists through the detour and also helped at the 

finish, with scoring.  Ray Foulkrod and Phil Smith were used for course opening in section one and had two 



controls after that.  Other control crews, working three each included: Mark Henderson/ Paul Eddleston, 

Aaron Conner/ Steve Balanecki, Ted Hou/ Les Francisco, Ryan Thompson/ Alvan Allison, and finally, 

Tom and Peg Woodside.  Without the help of such fine folks, this, and other like events would not take place.  

Please be sure to thank them for all of their hard work and dedication to the sport.  A special thank you needs to 

go out to the management and staff of the Mexico Lindo restaurant.  They have been our hosts for over ten 

years now and they have always treated us great.  A nice touch this year was the welcome on the sign out front. 
 

 
       Welcome Drifters!              #12 Knight/ Lester at control #8 
 

So when all was said and done, and the scores were finalized, the awards were handed out.  Third place Novice 

went to Nick Sullivan and Dave Stefaniak (585).  Second in N (445) was taken by Seth Miller and Cameron 

Hanover (I think they may be nearing the end of the “noviceness” – I am sure they have trophied in Novice 

previously).  Winning Novice were two guys that are active in the solo community – Shawn Alexander and 

Jason Kolk (364).  Hopefully they will be back and also let their solo pals know how much fun we have off-

pavement. 
 

In the Stock class Mike Bennett lamented that he made too many mistakes and, along with son Jeff, was only 

able to lay claim to second place (119).  Winning Stock were Adam Spieszny and Piotr Roszczenko (100).  In 

Limited the battle at the front was extremely tight.  Taking the win in class, by one point, were Ken Knight and 

Greg Lester (26).  Second in L were Bruce Fisher and Rob Moran (27).  At the very top and in Equipped, the 

results were even closer.  In fact they couldn’t get any closer!  Tying for overall honors were the teams of 

Harkcom/ Harkcom and Johnstonbaugh/ von Kaenel, both with 15 total points. 
 

With regard to the WINTR series, I was informed that awards would be paid out for overall placement in the 

series.  Without some sort of adjustment, the Limited class and to an even greater extent, the Stock class 

competitors would be at a disadvantage to the Equipped class.  For the purposes of my rally, I developed a 

formula by which I had hoped to level the field somewhat.  For the purposes of the WINTR series, I determined 

that the L class scores should be divided by 1.5 and the Stock (and Novice) class scores will be divided by 4.  It 

is left to the organizers of the other rallies in the series to apply whatever formula they see fit for their event (if 

any).  What this means is that the first five placements were taken as follows: 1
st
 (tie) Harkcom/ Harkcom E-

15.0, Johnstonbaugh/ von Kaenel E-15.0, 3
rd

 Knight/ Lester L-17.333, 4
th
 Fisher/ Moran L-18.0 and 5

th
 

Spieszny/ Roszczenko S-25.0.  With only one event to pass judgment on the formula, I’d say it isn’t too far off.  

Ideally, there would be a three-way tie for first overall if each of the class winners were on equal ground at 

applying their trade.  Perhaps next year the Stock factor will be 5. 
 

Once again, I must thank all the workers and competitors that helped make this an enjoyable event.  We have a 

strong schedule of events again this year in both the Detroit Region and the Great Lakes Division.  There are 

enough rallies and RallyCrosses to keep most anyone occupied.  Please join us again soon. 
 

Scott Harvey – chief cook and bottleneck – Son of Sno*Drift 
 

Stay tuned to the Detroit Region SCCA website for the latest stories (lies), results, gossip, photos and schedules. 

www.detroit-scca.org 



 

 
An example of the trophies given out to the top drivers and navigators in each class – created by your humble and obedient servant 

 

 
Jeff and Mike Bennett with an exuberant entrance to control #8 (2 early) 

 



 
The ever-popular rear-wheel drive Toyota of Kielmann/ Kielmann 

 

 
#7 Shepherd/ Stone zeroing control 8 


